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Room Name:  __________________________________Round #________  

Judge’s Name: ___________________________________________________

Comp A Name: Comp B Name: Comp C Name: Comp D Name: Comp E Name: Comp F Name:

(1) OPENING STATEMENT: 10 pts.
Defines problem; conveys importance and relevance; sets the 
stage for an interesting discussion; clear point of view; uses 
time wisely

(2) ANALYSIS OF TOPIC OR PROBLEM:        20 pts.
Has thoroughly researched topic; builds on the ideas of others 
to help achieve coherent analysis; asks relevant questions; 
helps ensure thorough analysis before problem solving; aware 
of relevant FB policy

(3) PROBLEM SOLVING AND IMPLEMENTATION: 25 pts.
Leader in guiding the conversation to specific and relevant 
solutions; has achievable and specific plan of action; clearly 
defines how FB is part of the action plan. 

(4) COOPERATIVE ATTITUDE:   15 pts. 
Active listener; comments on specific ideas mentioned 
by others and ties them back to the bigger conversation;  
shows grace, courtesy and respect to others; shows integrity 
especially when they do not agree

(5) DELIVERY: 15 pts.
Interesting to listen to; animated; appropriate volume and tone; 
poised; uses gestures and eye contact; confident and clear

(6) CLOSING STATEMENT: 15 pts. 
Shows that they have listened to the conversation; develops 
relevant and realistic plans; memorable; inspires confidence

Total score for each contestant is to be tabulated by Judge.         TOTAL
Any tie scores are to be broken by Judge. Total of 100 points 
possible.

Rank contestants: 1 (highest) through (6 lowest). RANK

Judge’s Signature: ____________________________________________________________ Room Chair’s Signature: ____________________________________________________________

In the first column, you will find the point values and descriptions. See rubric 
for additional detail. The total point value for each row is available for each 
contestant. You are not dividing the total points among contestants. No ties.

Columns to the right each represent a different contestant. Please fill in the 
first and last name of each competitor according to their seat location,  
from left to right starting with A. Put scores in the larger spaces and rank  
in the smaller boxes.




